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ABSTRACT 
We study the matrix equation X”=A in Mz(Z) for given A and n EN. If A #al for integer a, 
then there are only finitely many solutions. An explicit algorithm is given to determine them. If 
A = al there can be infinitely many solutions. For most A a complete classification of the solutions 
is given in Theorem 1, for the other matrices A an almost complete classification of the solutions 
is given in Theorem 2. 
Given a matrix A = (F 5;) E L&(Z), det A # 0, and an integer n > 1, we shall 
characterize the matrices P = (f z) E M2(Z) such that P” =A. In case A #a1 
where UEZ we find that there are at most finitely many solutions P, but if 
A =a1 there can be infinitely many. In the latter case classification regarding 
similarity over Q can easily be given. Sjerve [S] gave a classification with respect 
to similarity over Q for a= 1 and A E CL,(Z). Since we are interested in 
matrices with integer entries, classification regarding similarity over Z is re- 
quired. Latimer and MacDuffee [LM] provided a theorem about the corre- 
spondence between Z-similarity classes of certain matrices in M,(Z) and classes 
of non-singular ideals in the set of all polynomials in a matrix C having rational 
integral coefficients. Dafni and Vaserstein [DV] characterized with respect to 
similarity over R the matrices PE M,(R) which are roots of the equation 
f(x) : = (x - a) (x - b) = 0 where a, b E R. Here R is any commutative, associative 
ring with 1~0. In this paper we first give a method for finding the roots 
PE M,(Z) of P” =A in case there are finitely many solutions. In case there are 
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infinitely many solutions we classify the roots P up to similarity over C. 
Classification regarding similarity over Z is then reduced to Z-similarity 
classification of matrices in &(Z) having a fixed characteristic polynomial 
x(x) =x2 - Ix+ k. In case I2 - 4k< 0 Theorem 1 provides a complete set of 
representatives. In case 12- 4k>O Theorem 2 gives an (overcomplete) set of 
representatives with respect to similarity over Z. 
The following notation will be used: 
K=detA, L=trA, k=detP, I=trP, 
xA(x) =x2-Lx+K= (x--)(x-p), 
xp(x)=x2-Ix+k=(x--)(x--e), 
a-P 
o=ii, u~EZ, v>O if 12-4k>O, Q= - 
v * 
I+0 I-V 
Put 7t=- 
2 
,e=- 
2 ’ 
rt”=a,e”=P, v=n-e. 
Notethat u=O o n=e * a=/3 u L2-4K=O, and that k”=K. 
In this paper i% where m is real and positive will always denote the 
positive real root. 
If we set P’=(t T) forj=O,1,2 ,..., we find 
Pi= l’j_r-kPj-2 (j12), PO= 1, PI =P, 
Sj = lSj_ 1 -kSj_2 (jr2), SO= 1, ~1 =s, 
qj = Iqj_i-kqj_2 (jr% qo=O, qi=Q, 
rj = Irj _ 1 -krj_2 (jz2), ro=O, rl =r. 
If v #O this gives 
p,_P-errj_P-n 
I 
V 
ye’ (j>O), 
S-Q s-n 
s. = ----J$-- 
J eJ (jr% 
V 
v 
qj = Q(,j - &) 
V 
rj = f@ - & (j20). 
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In particular we have 
I 
a-P b=q,,z- v q=Qq, 
(1) 
a-P 
c=r,= -r = Qr, 
V 
a-d=p,-s,= q(p-s) = Q(p-s) 
where obviously Q E Q. 
If v = 0 the recurrence relations imply 
Pj’ (~j+l)R'(jZO)> 
Sj = (~j+l)R’ (jzO), 
qj = qjnj-l 
rj = rjnj-l 
in which case we find 
C 
r=- 
n71 
n-l ’ 
(2) 
a-a a+(n-1)a 
P= n_l+7c= 
nn nrt n-l ’ 
d-a 
s=n_l+ll= 
d+(n-1)a 
n7c nlr n-l . 
We distinguish between three cases: 
I L=-4K+O. 
This means a#fi, so z#@ and v#O. ’ 
Since 
1/L2-4K=+n”-e”=+(n”-l+Rn-2 
v - R-Q - 
&q+ a.. +Rp+@“-‘) 
is a symmetric polynomial in II and e, it can be written as a polynomial in 
n+e =I and ne= k with integer coefficients. Hence Jfm/v~Z. This 
leaves only finitely many possibilities for v. We know *(a-/3) and kk. So, by 
checking all possibilities for v, a-p and k and by using (1) combined with 
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Q=(a-P)/u,p.s=k+qr, s*+(p-s)s-ps=O and (-p)2+(p-~)(-p)-ps=0, 
we can effectively compute all possible solutions P of P" =A: 
a-P Q=---- 
v ’ 
q2 r=C p-s= 
Q' Q' 
a-d 
Q ’ 
ps= k+qr, 
-(p-S)f1/(p-s)*+4ps 
-p,s = ,. 
L 
Note that the sign of a-p is irrelevant, since if one choice for the sign of 
a -/I gives the set of possible solutions {P,, . . . , Pm}, the other choice gives 
{ -P,,...,-Pm}. 
II L2-44K=OA(b,c)#(O,O). 
Here a=/? because of L*- 4K=O. If u #0 then b =c=O by (1). This is not the 
case, so v=O and n=e. 
By (2) we have b=O # q=O, c=O o r=O. 
We distinguish three different subcases: 
IIA b = 0, c # 0, whence q = 0, r # 0. 
Now a=P=a=d and n=e=p=s which yields A=(: z) and P=(f z). Here 
p can be found from pn = a, and (2) gives us r = c/(np”-I). 
IIB b # 0, c = 0, whence q # 0, r = 0. 
Again we find p from p” = a, and (2) gives us q= b/(np”-‘). 
IIC b#O and c#O. 
By (2) we have rc ‘-‘=b/nqeQ and n”=aEQ, whence rc~Q. Now n=?m 
and (2) gives us f (p, q, r, s). 
III L*-44K=Ol\b=c=O. 
This means A = al, a E Z. 
We call A and B similar over C, notation A -c B, if A = C’BC for some 
CE GL,(C). Likewise A and B are similar over Z, notation A -z B if A = 
C'BC for some CE GL2(Z). 
In the present case we have 
Note that xP(x) = (x - II) (x- e) E Z[x] whence n + e E Z, rc@ EZ. Two subcases 
are distinguished: 
IIIA ?r,@ER. 
Since rcn = e” we have n = ke. In case n = -e we must have even n, xP(x) = 
x2-rc*~Z[x] and rr2>0. In case n=e we find ~~(~)=~~-2nx+n*~Z[x], 
whence 7c E Z. 
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Thus every integral solution P of P” = uZ which has real characteristic roots 
is given by an integral matrix similar over C to the diagonal Jordan Canonical 
Form corresponding to one of the following characteristic polynomials: 
1. xp(x)=xZ-e. Here eEN, n is even, a=e”‘2. 
2. Xp(x)=x2-2ex+e2. Here eeZ, a=e”. 
IIIB rc,e$R. 
Now n=dc,e=drwheredeR,,,, [EC, l[l =l, [#kl. Thenn”=$‘=(d[)“= 
(dr)” which implies [2n = 1. Further e~Q(rr), [Q(n): Q] =2 and n/e= 
c2 E Q(rr), whence [Q(c2) : Q] 52. Therefore we find that [ is an mth root of 
unity with m E { 3,4,6,8,12}. It is no restriction to assume c to be primitive. Fur- 
ther we have 
c2”=1, whence (*) m /2n, 
ne E Z, whence (**) d2 E N, 
~+QEZ, whence (***) d(c+r)EZ. 
Now every integral solution P of P” = al having characteristic roots which are 
not real is given by an integral matrix similar over C to the Jordan Canonical 
Form corresponding to one of the following characteristic polynomials: 
1. m=3: (*) 3 I n 
(**) d2EN 
(***) dEN since c+%=-1. 
Therefore xP(x) =x2 + ex + e2. Here eEN, a=e”. 
2. m=4: (*) 2 I n 
(**) d2EN 
(***) no restrictions on d since c+ r= 0. 
Therefore xP(x) =x2 + e. 
3. m=6: (*) 3 I n 
(**) d2EN 
Here eeN, ~=(-e)“‘~. 
(***) deN since [+c=l. 
Therefore xP(x) =x2 - ex + e2. Here e E N, a = (- l)n’3en. 
4. m=8: (*) 4 I n 
(**) d2EN 
(***) d=efi, eEN, since <+[=+l/z. 
Therefore xP(x) =x2f2ex+2e2. Here eeN, u=(-1)“‘4(efi)“. 
5. m=12: (*) 61 n 
(**) d2EN 
(***) d=efi, eEN, since [+r=k1/5. 
Therefore Xp(x)=x2+3ex+3e2. Here eEN, a=(-1)“‘6(efi)n, 
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REMARK 1. In III, except for the case P= +(E z) we are only concerned with 
2x 2 matrices having I’-4k#O, so with different eigenvalues. Therefore the 
integral matrices similar over C to the diagonal Jordan Canonical Form of 
xp(x) are precisely all integral matrices with trace and determinant as given by 
xi&). 
REMARK 2. If det (A)=0 and tr (A)#0 we havepj =l’-‘p, Sj =P-‘s,qj =lj-‘q, 
rj=lj-‘r and l”=L SO p=a/(l”-‘), s=d/(l”-‘), q=b/(l”-‘), r=c/(l”-‘). If 
det (A)=0 and tr(A)=O we have a=/?=lr=@=O, so P=(f -8) withp2+qr= 
0, and A = P2 = (i “0). 
Note that in cases I and II there are only finitely many solutions P. In case 
III there are infinitely many solutions P in case there are distinct eigenvalues. 
We shall indicate into how many similarity classes over Z those solutions split, 
and what these similarity classes look like. 
Remark that in case of distinct characteristic roots all solutions we found in 
III are subject to l2 - 4k<O, except for the ones having l=O, k= -e where 
12-4k>O. 
For given k, 1 E Z, k+ 0, consider in case l2 - 4k < 0 
A,,= {AEM2(Z);det(A)=k,tr(A)=l) 
and in case 12-4k>O 
Bk,, = {BEM2(Z); det (B)=k, tr (B)=l}. 
Notice that for P= (p q, EA r S k,l we have k=-p2+pl-qr, whence -qr= 
p2-pl+k>O. 
Since G-‘AG=(-G)-‘A(-G) it is in fact enough to take GE PGL,(Z)= 
CL,(Z)/{ +I} instead of GE CL,(Z) when we consider similarity over Z. 
THEOREM 1. A complete set of representatives for the similarity classes over 
Z of A,, is given by the matrices P=(F ~)EA~,, with -rip-s<r<-q, 
where p IS if -q = r. Moreover, there are only finitely many similarity classes 
over Z. 
PROOF. The proof is given by connecting matrices in A,, and points in C in 
such a way that similar matrices correspond to equivalent points. Here two 
points t, u are called equivalent if there exists a matrix G = (f; f:) E PGL,(Z) 
for which t=(glu+g2)/(g3u+g4). Write t = Cu. Adjoin to every matrix P= 
($ ,“) E Ak,, the point rp E C defined by rp = (p - e)/r. We claim that every 
point corresponds to at most one matrix. Suppose we have A, PEA,,,, A = 
(z i), P= (f ,“) and r, = rp. Then Im rA = Im 5, which gives c = r, and Re rA = 
Re rp which implies a - d = p - s. Since we also have a + d = p + s and ad - bc = 
ps - qr, we must have A = P. 
Further an elementary calculation shows that for every GE PGLz(Z) we 
have ‘so-‘PG = G-irp. Since a matrix A with det (A) = - 1 maps the upper half 
plane H onto -H, 
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FO:= rIIms>O, Irlzl, -$rRer<t; RerlOif I?[=1 
1 
is not only a fundamental domain for the modular group but also for PGL,(Z). 
Now we must show that the matrices P mentioned in the theorem correspond 
to points T, E FO. We have rp = (p - Q)/~E F0 if and only if 
(i) r>O 
(ii) -q2r; p-s50 if -q=r 
(iii) -rip-s<r 
and these are exactly the conditions required for the matrices P. 
Finally we have to prove that A,, has only finitely many similarity classes 
over Z. We remarked earlier that Iqrl = -qr=p2-pl+k. Since -q>r we find 
r2<p2-pl+k=(p-1/2)2-$(12-4k). Because (p-1/2( =+lp-sl s+r we 
have r21 -+(12-4k) and therefore r is bounded by k and 1. By jp-l/21 ~+r, 
s = i-p and -q = (p2 -pi+ k)/r, we have that also p, s and q are bounded by 
k and I. 0 
REMARK. The proof of theorem 1 shows that a representative of a matrix 
A EAT,, can be found by using TG~IAG= G-‘rA. Note that G-‘r, is the rep- 
resentative of T, in F,, and G-‘AG is the representative of the matrix A. 
Let rr and Q be the two algebraic roots of the equation x2 - Ix+ k = 0 with 
l2 - 4k> 0. Then we have: 
THEOREM 2. The similarity classes over Z of Bk,, are represented (not 
necessarily uniquely) by the matrices P = (f ,“) E Bk,, with 
(3) -rep-slrcq if n,eeZ 
(4) p=rc,s=q, 05q5 [i{C4k], r=O ifn,ecZ. 
Moreover, there are only finitely many similarity classes over Z. 
PROOF. First we will show that every matrix P = (f ,“) E B,,, with 7t, Q $ Z by 
similarity operations over Z can be brought into a form that meets (3). To do 
this we use the matrices S= (y -A), T”=(A ‘I) with neZ and U=(-A y). We 
have S, T”, WE GL,(Z). Since it, .Q $ Z and P= (F ,“) is similar over Z to U-‘PU= 
(_T -,“) we may assume that q 20 and r>O. The following algorithm produces 
a matrix P’, similar to P, which is subject to condition (3). We shall write Pi = 
h 4, ( )* r, s, 
Step 1. If O<rllq[ then set P, =P. 
If Ocqcr then set 
p, = u-‘s-‘psu= s r 
c > 
. 
4 P 
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If -r<q<O then set 
P, =s-‘PS= (,_; a>. 
Step 2. Set 
Pz = T-nP, T” = 
( 
p1 - nrI MPI +I) - n*rl+ qI 
r1 sl + nr, > 
in which n is chosen in such a way that ln(p, -s,) - n*r, + q1 / is as small as 
possible. If there is more than one possibility for n then take any one of them. 
Step 3. If O< 1q2j <r2 then set P=P2 and go back to step 1. 
Sten 4. Set 
p3 = T_nP2Tn = ( P2-nr2 n(p2-s2)-n2r2+q2 r2 s2 + nr, > 
in which n is chosen in such a way that -r2 < 2(p2 - nr2) - 1 I r2. Set P’ = P3. 
Suppose q c 0, then we have 0 < r* I -qr = (p - f/2)* - +(I* - 4k) < (p - l/2)* I 
+r* which is impossible. 
Note that after step 1 we have O< rl s jql / . If 0 < lq2 j < r2 in step 3 then, by 
steps 1 and 2, r2 will be replaced by the smaller, strictly positive integer (q2(. 
There will be at most rl - 1 repetitions of these steps where rl is taken from the 
initial matrix P,. 
Now we must show that there are only finitely many similarity classes in case 
(3). Since q>O, we have -p*+pl-k=qrz(2p-l)*, whence 5p2s5pl-k-l*. 
Further Ocqr= -p*+p[- k= -(p-1/2)*+$(12-4k)1$(1*-4k). Therefore 
in case (3) the number of similarity classes is finite. 
If n,~ E Z, according to Dafni and Vaserstein [DV p. 34, lemma l] every 
matrix PE B,, is similar over Z to a matrix (0” i) with 8 E Z. Since 
( 
1 (B,-B,)lWe))-‘( 0” :)(A Ws,:/(n-e)) = (; Z) 
0 
and 
( 
; (B,+B,1:(n-e))-i(; :)(; (e,+e,l:(n-@)I = (; 1) 
and since these two equations give the only relevant possibilities for conjuga- 
tion, there are exactly [In -@l/2] + 1 = [ii-] + 1 similarity classes in 
case (4). 0 
The author wishes to thank R.J. Kooman for his helpful comments. 
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